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The ‘miracle’ of development

Zebrafish development from the 2 cell stage, for 24 hours, images taken every 2 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahJjLzyioWM
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Summary: Evolution of Development

• development in an evolutionary framework

• developmental processes can influence evolution
• toe loss in frogs and salamanders

• HOX genes and segmentation

• evolutionary processes can influence development
• tissue architecture and cancer

• self vs. foreign recognition mechanisms

• interplay between development and evolution
• maternal control and morphological diversity

• home-work: planarian embryogenesis
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Development in an evolutionary framework

• the life cycle of a species is a repeated 
sequence of different processes

• development (t1) transforms the information 
contained in the genotypes (G1) into their 
material phenotypic representations (P1) 

• conversion of information into matter

• natural selection (t2) reduces the phenotypes (P1) 
to only those phenotypes (P’1) that manage to 
survive and mate, which therefore also changes 
(t3) the genotypes (G’1) that are contained in 
these phenotypes (P’1)

• material interaction affects information

• during reproduction, mutation and recombination 
(t4) transforms the genotypes of the surviving and 
reproducing parents (G’1) into the genotypes of 
the offspring (G2)

• transmission of information

from Houle 2010

the dots represent population 
mean genotypes and phenotypes
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Developmental processes can influence evolution

• insight into developmental processes can help to explain trait 
evolution, because developmental processes can constrain evolution

• the way in which a phenotype is made will influence how it can respond to 
selection pressures

• development has a strong historical component; understanding this 
history can permit a better understanding of evolutionary patterns

• but key innovations (i.e., traits in descendants not present in ancestors) can 
make prediction difficult
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Toe loss in frogs and salamanders

• many frog and salamander species have independently lost the first 
toe (the ‘thumb’) and fifth toe (the ‘pinky’), respectively

• this might suggest one common selection pressure acting on frogs 
and another common selection pressure acting on salamanders

• instead, which toe is lost simply depends which toe develops last

from Alberch & Gale 1985
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HOX genes and segmentation

• HOX genes are developmental control genes that influence the 
formation of patterns along the anterio-posterior body axis

• they are about 600 My old (yet orthologous genes can usually be clearly 
identified in different Metazoa, so these genes apparently evolve very slowly)

• the same HOX genes determine where the head, thorax and 
abdomen are formed in many groups of Metazoa

• e.g. in flies, mice, and also humans

• the expression of different HOX genes is ‘used’ by development as a 
kind of address system, to spatially address different body regions 

• and HOX gene duplication events go along with some of the main 
diversification events in animal body plans

8
from Stearns & Hoekstra 2005
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HOX genes and segmentation

• in combination with the evolution of segmentation the HOX gene 
address system allows to change the function of some body parts, 
while minimising the impact on other body parts

• different parts of the body can specialise on performing different functions

the elaborate segmental specialisations of the filter-feeding polychaete Chaetopterus (Polychaeta)
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Developmental processes can influence evolution

• these are the type of questions that the field of evolutionary 
developmental biology (Evo-Devo) mainly addresses

from Waddington 1957
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Evolutionary processes can influence development

• but development is of course not fixed, it also evolves
• the evolution of developmental processes is therefore expected to be influenced 

by principles of optimality

• development has a strong mechanistic component
• this may allow us to understand (and predict) the evolution of specific 

developmental patterns in terms of adaptive evolution
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• cancer is the consequence of an unwanted evolutionary process
• it arises when (several) somatic mutations occur in the same cell lineage

• most mutations occur during DNA replication and cell division
• so constantly renewing tissues that make many cells are expected to have a 

higher risk of developing cancer

• evolutionary adaptations may arise that protect individuals from 
developing cancer

• could certain tissue architectures represent such adaptations?

• most tissues are organised into stem cells and transit cells
• a stem cell division produces a stem cell and a transit cell

• and in rare cases also two stem cells or two transit cells

• a transit cell division produces two transit cells

• different numbers of stem cell divisions vs. transit cell divisions can lead to the 
same number of differentiated cells



• four different ways of making eight differentiated cells
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Tissue architecture and cancer

all of these topologies result in 8 differentiated cells (green) and require 7 cell divisions
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• Frank et al. (2003) present mathematical models that explore which 
patterns of stem vs. transit cell divisions minimise cancer risk

• which developmental process leads to the safest tissue architecture, given that a 
certain number of differentiated cells needs to be produced by a tissue?

• selection on the individual level leads to an optimal developmental 
process that best counteracts (potentially harmful) selection on the 
cellular level

• individuals with a sub-optimal tissue architecture tend to have a lower fitness, 
since they have a higher risk to develop cancer
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Tissue architecture and cancer: model 1

• model assumptions
• stem and transit cell divisions have the same mutation rate

• the tissue makes k=2N cells 

• there is no cell death (so making k cells requires k-1 cell divisions)

• cancer arises if a cell acquires m mutations

• all mutations are dominant

• if m=1
• the topology is irrelevant, because all topologies require k-1 cell divisions

• if m>1
• always divide the cell that has so far divided least often (i.e. try to have the tips 

of the tree as close to progenitor cell as possible)
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• four different ways of making eight differentiated cells

all of these topologies result in 8 differentiated cells (green) and require 7 cell divisions

optimal tissue architecture 
under these model assumptions
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• how would this work in a renewing tissue, where the differentiated 
cells are actually needed to support the function of the tissue?

some transit cells may not be available anymore for division because they had to differentiate
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• how would this work in a renewing tissue, where the differentiated 
cells are actually needed to support the function of the tissue?

some transit cells may not be available anymore for division because they had to differentiate

the loss of cells at the surface constrains transit lineages to be relatively short
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• how would this work in a renewing tissue, where the differentiated 
cells are actually needed to support the function of the tissue?

this creates the need for a basal stem cell that can initiate a second round of transit cells

some transit cells may not be available anymore for division because they had to differentiate

the loss of cells at the surface constrains transit lineages to be relatively short
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Tissue architecture and cancer: model 2

• model assumptions
• consider a single stem cell that needs to give rise to k=2N cells over its lifetime

• m=2 or m=3 mutations lead to cancer (we already dealt with the m=1 case)

• stem cells divide n1 times

• transit cells divide n2 times

• n1=2N-n2 (n1 increases exponentially as n2 decreases)
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• four different tissue architectures involving a stem cell

1 stem cell division

3 transit cell divisions

2 stem cell divisions

2 transit cell divisions

4 stem cell division

1 transit cell division

8 stem cell divisions

0 transit cell divisions

all topologies result in 1 stem cell and 8 differentiated cells
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• the topology of a generalised tissue architecture

from Frank et al. 2003
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Tissue architecture and cancer: model 2

• if all cell divisions have the same mutation rate, then minimise the 
length of the lineage given the specific constraints of the tissue

• under these conditions “stem cells are a necessary risk imposed by the 
constraints of tissue architecture” (Frank et al. 2003)

• this risk results from having to maintain stem cells in order to maintain 
proper tissue function

• if stem cell divisions have a lower mutation rate than transit cell 
divisions, then make longer stem cell lineages

• the bigger the difference in mutation rate the longer stem cell lineages

• this may also lead to selection on a reduced mutation rate in stem cells 

• if the number of cells (k) that need to be produced changes, then 
this may change the optimal ratio of stem vs. transit cell divisions

• n1 varies when m=2 and n2 varies if m=3, but the details do not matter here
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• is there any evidence for reduced 
mutation rates in stem cells?

• transit cells are more exposed to 
mutagens, since they are closer to the 
epithelial surface

• stem cells usually cycle more slowly (and 
more carefully) through the cell cycle, 
making fewer mistakes

• stem cells often go into apoptosis when 
they ‘sense’ that they have been damaged, 
this removing mutations 

• in some developmental stages, the stem 
cells can be highly radio-protected

• they may be ‘label retaining cells’ that pass 
on the copied DNA strand, rather than a 
random strand

from Potten et al. 2002
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Tissue architecture and cancer

• is there any evidence for different values of 
n1 and n2 with varying k?

• an interesting model organ is the testis, because k 
may vary greatly due to sperm competition

from Schärer et al. 2008
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Self vs. foreign recognition mechanisms

• a multicellular organism is exposed to cells and particles of different 
types and origins, which can pose different threats to its integrity

• normal undifferentiated and differentiated cells
• very many cell types with very different cell surface compositions

• benign and malignant cancers
• mutated own cells that may or may not carry signals of their aberrant state on 

the cell surface

• cells of conspecifics (e.g., sperm, saliva, cancer cells, stem cells)
• these may carry more or less similar surface compositions

• foreign cells and particles (e.g., food, pollen, parasites, viruses, dust)
• these can illicit strong immune responses, some of which are useful and some of 

which are not
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Self vs. foreign recognition mechanisms

• in order to control such cells and particles, self vs. foreign 
recognition mechanisms need to evolve and develop

• these need to recognise a diverse array of epitopes and respond in the 
appropriate way after recognition

• this is often achieved through an evolutionarily diversified genetic system (such 
as the Fu/HC or MHC) or a genetic system that allows the generation of 
phenotypic diversity (such as via somatic mutation or alternative splicing)

• the generation of somatic mutations needs to be carefully controlled, because it 
of course carries considerable risks!!!

• if a recognition mechanism is too sensitive 
• it may recognise self-tissues, resulting in auto-immune diseases and allergies 

• it may react too strongly to conspecific tissue, which could lead to sterility

• if a recognition mechanism is not sensitive enough
• the defence against viruses and parasites is compromised

• optimal sensitivity involves a trade-off between these two sides
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Evolutionary processes can influence development

• these types of questions are still rarely asked today

• developmental biology does not have a strong theoretical arm
• ‘there are books in plenty on experimental embryology but none on theoretical 

embryology. Why is this?’ Woodger 1930 cited in Buss 1987
• systems biology is trying to add a theoretical framework, but it is often not really 

guided by evolutionary thinking

• one reason probably is that historical contingency is very important and general 
patterns might be difficult to predict

• but, for example, the soma-germline distinction has evolved multiple times 
independently, so generalities could be learned there

• there can be very interesting interactions between these two 
different approaches
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• maternal control of development via maternal mRNAs in the egg
• permits (or leads to?) minimal gene expression by the early embryo

• this can extend to (and often exceeds) the moment of germ-line sequestration

• how this is organised greatly affects the possibility for cell lineage 
diversification from proliferation-induced mutagenesis

• mutations might lead to new phenotypes (which may or may not become 
expressed before germ-line sequestration)

• such mutations will usually be detrimental, but some might occasionally lead to 
innovations that are beneficial to the organism

• mutated cell lines could potentially contribute cells to the germ-line and thereby 
lead to new morphological adaptations and innovations

• the size of the time window between maternal control and germ-
line sequestration influences the potential for such adaptations

Maternal control and morphological diversity
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• organismal groups with strong maternal control and an early 
(preformistic) germ-line sequestration are expected to be 
morphologically rather homogeneous (e.g. Chaetognatha)

Maternal control and morphological diversity

from Carré et al. 2002
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• organismal groups with no (or weak) maternal control and a late 
(somatic) determination of the germ-line can evolve a very high 
morphological diversity (e.g. Platyhelminthes)

Maternal control and morphological diversity

from Buss 1987
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s somatic
e epigenetic 
p preformistic
u unknown

after Buss 1987 
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Summary: Evolution of Development

• development in an evolutionary framework

• developmental processes can influence evolution
• toe loss in frogs and salamanders

• HOX genes and segmentation

• evolutionary processes can influence development
• tissue architecture and cancer

• self vs. foreign recognition mechanisms

• interplay between development and evolution
• maternal control and morphological diversity

• home-work: planarian embryogenesis
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Home work: planarian embryogenesis

• planarians have a highly derived embryology
• several zygotes develop in a common mass of yolk cells within a cocoon and 

they cause yolk cells to aggregate around them and to fuse into a syncytium

• once cell division begins, the different blastomeres separate and build two 
transient structures, the embryonic epidermis and the embryonic pharynx

• the embryonic epidermis first encloses a certain amount of yolk cells and the 
embryonic pharynx then pumps in additional yolk cells into the embryo

• only after most yolk has been taken up by the developing embryos does the 
actual development of the adult organ systems begin

• the embryonic epidermis and embryonic pharynx regress and do not contribute 
in any way to the tissues of the juvenile worm

• planarians have high levels of multiple paternity
• the number of fathers that contribute sperm to one cocoon can be high

• more than 80% of all the cocoons have two to five fathers for only three to five 
hatchlings per cocoon
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from Cardona & al. 2005
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